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ABSTRACT
Aims. To study spatially-resolved chromospheric oscillations of the quiet Sun in the mm-domain at a resolution of a few arcsec,
typically 2.4′′×4.5′′.
Methods. We used Atacama Large millimeter and sub-millimeter Array (ALMA) time-series of interferometric observations of the
quiet Sun obtained at 3 mm with a 2-s cadence and a spatial resolution of a few arcsec. The observations were performed on March
16, 2017 and seven 80′′×80′′fields-of-view going from disk center to limb were covered, each one observed for 10 min, therefore
limiting the frequency resolution of the power spectra to 1.7 mHz. For each field of view, masks for cell and network were derived,
and the averaged power spectral densities (PSDs) for the entire field of view, cell and network were computed. The resulting power
spectra were fitted with an analytical function in order to derive the frequency and the root-mean-square (rms) power associated with
the peaks. The same analysis, over the same fields of view and for the same intervals, was performed for simultaneous Atmospheric
Imaging Assembly (AIA) image sequences in 1600 Å.
Results. Spatially-resolved chromospheric oscillations at 3 mm, with frequencies of 4.2 ± 1.7 mHz are observed in the quiet Sun,
in both cell and network. The coherence length-scale of the oscillations is commensurate with the spatial resolution of our ALMA
observations. Brightness-temperature fluctuations in individual pixels could reach up to a few hundred K, while the spatially averaged
power spectral densities yield rms in the range ≈ 55-75 K, i.e., up to ≈ 1 % of the averaged brightness temperatures and exhibit a
moderate increase towards the limb. For AIA 1600 Å the oscillation frequency is 3.7 ± 1.7 mHz. The relative rms is up to 6% of the
background intensity, with a weak increase towards disk center (cell, average). ALMA 3 mm time-series lag AIA 1600 Å by ≈ 100 s,
which corresponds to a formation-height difference of ≈ 1200 km, representing a novel determination of this important parameter.
Conclusions. The ALMA oscillations that we detected exhibit higher amplitudes than those derived from the lower (≈ 10′′) resolution
observations at 3.5 mm by White et al. (2006). Chromospheric oscillations are, therefore, not fully resolved at the length-scale of the
chromospheric network, and possibly not even at the spatial resolution of our ALMA observations. Any study of transient brightenings
in the mm-domain should take into account the oscillations.
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1. Introduction
Oscillation and wave phenomena are ubiquitous throughout the
solar atmosphere (see the reviews by Tsiropoula et al. 2012 and
Jess et al. 2012 and the references therein). Chromospheric oscil-
lations with periods between 3-5 minutes could represent the in-
trusions of the photospheric p-modes (Leighton et al. 1962) into
the chromosphere (e.g., Jefferies et al. 2006). However, given the
inhomogeneous nature of the chromosphere, along with the tran-
sition between plasma-dominated dynamics (i.e., high plasma
β) in the photosphere to magnetic-dominated dynamics (i.e.,
low plasma β) in the chromosphere, a complex picture of wave
and oscillation phenomena has been established for the chro-
mosphere which includes mode conversions, reflections, inter-
ferences, and shocks. (e.g., Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. 2009). The
importance of chomospheric oscillations and waves is manifold
as they could supply a means to heat plasmas and a probe of
atmospheric conditions, including the magnetic field.
Almost all observations of chromospheric oscillations in ei-
ther intensity or Doppler shifts have been performed in the visi-
ble or the extreme ultraviolet (EUV). The derivation of physical
parameters from such observations, relies on complex diagnos-
tics with complicated physical effects such as departures from lo-
cal thermodynamic equilibrium, partial and time-dependent ion-
ization being highly relevant (e.g., Leenaarts et al. 2013).
On the other hand, observations of free-free emissions in the
radio domain are devoid of the complications described above,
and in addition, as per Rayleigh-Jeans law, the observed bright-
ness temperatures are directly (linearly) linked to the plasma
temperature (e.g., Shibasaki et al. 2011). Given now the standard
variation of temperature and density with height in the solar at-
mosphere, the chromosphere is probed in mm-wavelengths by
the above mechanism.
Unfortunately, even moderate spatial resolution observations
of the solar chromosphere in the mm-domain are rather scant.
A notable exception are the BIMA observations of White et al.
(2006) and Loukitcheva et al. (2006). Their BIMA observations
at 3.5 mm covered both quiet Sun (QS) and active region targets
with fields of view truncated to 72′′. The spatial resolution of ≈
10′′ of the BIMA observations did not allow a complete separa-
tion between network and cell elements, and the above authors
had to use a Ca ii spectroheliogram to achieve this task. There-
fore, some mixing between cell and network elements was un-
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Fig. 1. Summary plots for target 5. (a): temporally-averaged ALMA 3-mm image, (with p1-p4 we show the four pixels used in Figure 2); (b):
fractional rms of Tb; (c): space-time plots of Tb corresponding to a vertical (upper panel) and horizontal (lower panel) cut through the center of
image of (a); from each light-curve its temporal average was subtracted and the color-scale was saturated to differences of ± 200 K: (due to the
non-circular ALMA beam the resolution in the vertical direction is inferior to that in the horizontal direction: see Table-1 of Nindos et al. 2018);
(d) coherence map displaying the number of pixels in the neighborhood of each pixel with linear correlation coefficient of the corresponding
light-curves of at least 0.7. Images are oriented with celestial north up.
avoidable. White et al. (2006) reported p-mode oscillations with
periods of 3-5 minutes, and even longer period oscillations for
the case of the network.
The commencement of solar observations with ALMA in
2015 marked a new and exciting era of chromospheric inves-
tigations. This is because of the superior spatial resolution and
sensitivity that ALMA is offering. In particular, the interferomet-
ric ALMA observations reach spatial resolution of a few arcsec
or less, a significant improvement over the previous observation
in the mm-domain, which indeed starts to somehow bridge the
gap with commensurate observations in the infrared, optical and
EUV wavelengths (for a review of the ALMA capabilities in so-
lar observing see Wedemeyer et al. 2016). Observations of the
quiet Sun with ALMA include Alissandrakis et al. (2017); Bas-
tian, et al. (2017); Shimojo et al. (2017); White et al. (2017);
Braja et al. (2018); Nindos et al. (2018); Yokoyama et al. (2018);
Jafarzadeh et al.(2019); Loukitcheva et al. (2019); Molnar et al.
(2019); Selhorst, et al. (2019).
We hereby present the first ALMA observations of quiet Sun
chromospheric oscillations at 3 mm. Our observations allow for
the first time to study chromospheric oscillations in the mm-
domain with a spatial resolution adequate to clearly distinguish
between cell and network and, in addition, to follow the center-
to-limb variation of their properties, including their frequency
and relative amplitude. Moreover, we compare with AIA (Lemen
et al. 2011) observations taken in its 1600 Å channel, and derive
temporal lags between the ALMA and AIA oscillations. In Sec-
tion 2 we discuss our observations and their analysis; Section 3
contains the results of our analysis and we conclude in Section 4
with a summary and discussion of our results.
2. Observations and data analysis
We used ALMA observations of the quiet Sun described by Nin-
dos et al. (2018). In short, seven 120” circular fields of view (tar-
gets) were observed at 3 mm (100 GHz) on March 16, 2017. The
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Fig. 2. ALMA 3 mm (red curve) and AIA 1600 Å (blue curve) light-curves for the four selected pixels shown in Figure 1. The black curve of the
upper panel shows the ALMA light curve after the subtraction of a 3rd-degree polynomial fit.
ALMA targets, numbered from 1 to 7, correspond to µ=[0.16,
0.34, 0.52, 0.72, 0.82, 0.92, 1] along a line at a position angle of
135◦, therefore supplying a center-to-limb coverage (see Table
1 of Nindos et al., 2018). Since the field of view (FoV) of tar-
get 1 included off-limb locations, we refrained from using it for
further analysis, therefore limiting ourselves to targets 2-7. Each
target was observed for 10 minutes with a 2-s cadence. The re-
sulting ALMA images have 1′′ pixels; the spatial resolution, as
resulting from the beam size, for all targets was 2.4′′×4.5′′, with
the exception of target 7 where the resolution was 2.3′′×8.1′′.
The ALMA images were already corrected for the (small) ef-
fect of solar rotation. More details regarding the reduction of the
ALMA data can be found in Nindos et al. (2018).
We extracted a 80′′×80′′region from the original 120′′ di-
ameter FoV at the center of each target to avoid artifacts re-
sulting from the primary beam correction towards the edges of
each FoV. Given that the mean diameter of supergranulation cells
is around 20-30′′, our truncated FoVs encompass a significant
number of supergranulation cells to allow for the determination
of meaningful statistics of the quiet Sun.
We also analyzed AIA images at 1600 and 304 Å, convolved
with the ALMA resolution, both for purpose of comparison and
as a check of our 3 mm computations. Note here that Howe et
al. (2012), from the analysis of QS oscillations in the 1600 Å
and 1700 Å channels of AIA, showed that the two emissions
are formed at similar heights, which suggests that the 1600 Å
channel emission is mainly of chromospheric (i.e., continuum)
and not transition region (i.e., C IV line) origin.
We selected the same regions and the same time intervals
used for the ALMA analysis. The main difference is that the ca-
dence of the AIA images is lower, 12 s and 24 s for 304 Å and
1600 Å respectively. This limits the highest PSD frequency to
42 mHz and 24 mHz respectively, compared to 250 mHz of the
ALMA data set; all three values are though well above the p-
mode frequency of ∼ 3 mHz. The frequency resolution of all
three data sets, determined by the duration of the time series,
is 1.7 mHz. The AIA images were first corrected for differential
rotation. Next, the AIA and ALMA were co-aligned by first con-
sidering the celestial orientation of the ALMA images and then
cross-correlating the corresponding temporally-averaged images
for each target.
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An example of our ALMA observations can be found in Fig.
1, and refers to target 5 (µ = 0.82). In panel (a) we display
the temporally-averaged ALMA 3 mm image over the corre-
sponding 10-min interval. Thanks to the spatial resolution of our
ALMA observations, the differentiation between cell and net-
work is obvious and several network elements could be readily
discerned. In panel (b) of Fig. 1 we display a fractional rms map
which contains the fraction of the rms of the light-curve at each
pixel with the corresponding temporal average of Tb (< Tb >).
Prior to the calculation of the rms for each light curve, a 3rd-
degree polynomial fitting was subtracted. Weak fluctuations of
Tb not exceeding few percent can be observed throughout the
FoV; the mean value is around 1 %. We are not though able
to observe a significant correspondence between the temporally-
averaged image of panel (a) and the fractional variability map of
panel (b) (linear correlation coefficient of 0.12).
Panel (c) contains space-time plots of Tb corresponding to
a vertical (upper plot) and a horizontal (lower plot) cut through
the center of the image of panel (a). To enhance visibility of
oscillatory behavior we subtracted the corresponding temporal
average from the light curve at each location along the cuts. Tb-
oscillations correspond to alternating black and white patches
along the time axis at a given location. The amplitude of the
oscillations at individual pixels could reach values of ≈ 350 K.
Such patterns are common and cover both cell and network lo-
cations. One to two periods are observed. Patches showing os-
cillatory behavior span several pixels along the spatial direction
and correspond to scales of up ≈ 10 ′′. This suggests that the os-
cillations exhibit a degree of spatial coherence. We also note the
occasional appearance of bright lanes, inclined with respect to
the spatial axis (e.g., corresponding to the dashed green line in
the lower plot of panel (c)). Such lanes are indicative of an ap-
parent motion of a Tb front. The analysis of such fronts deserves
a separate study.
In addition, in Figure 2 we supply sample light-curves for
four pixels for target 5, indicated as p1-p4 in Figure 1a, with
the first two corresponding to cell and the other two to net-
work. Again, the oscillatory behavior is rather obvious. Indeed
p1 shows higher frequency oscillations.
We then investigated in more detail the spatial coherence
of the Tb fluctuations as follows. We first calculated the cross-
correlation coefficient between the light curve of each pixel of
the FoV and the light curves of the remaining pixels. Prior to
the calculation of the cross correlation we subtracted a 3rd-
degree polynomial fitting from each light curve. Next, initiating
a region-growing algorithm at each pixel, we determined clus-
ters of pixels with cross-correlation coefficient above 0.7 and
counted the number of pixels per cluster. This pixel count is dis-
played in the coherence map of panel (d) of Fig. 1. Adjacent
pixels with high correlations of their light-curves imply coher-
ent (in-phase) Tb fluctuations (oscillations). Again, from the in-
spection of the fractional variability map of panel (b), we cannot
observe any strong correspondence between the coherence map
and the temporally-averaged image of panel (a) (linear correla-
tion coefficient of 0.1). The average number of high-correlation
pixels in the vicinity of a given pixel in the FoV is ≈ 20. This
corresponds to a square with a side of ≈ 4′′, which is compa-
rable with the ALMA spatial resolution. Therefore, this sets an
upper limit on the spatial coherence of QS fluctuations we ob-
serve. This number exhibited a small variation from 18-25 for
all considered targets, with the exception of target 7 for which
it was equal to 45, apparently due to the lower resolution of the
ALMA images for this target. Panels (b) and (d) of Fig. 1 exhibit
some similarities; this comes to no surprise since both supply
different and complementary means to look into the fluctuations
in the light-curves.
Note here that inspection of 2D maps of the PSDs integrated
over selected frequency ranges (e.g., covering the p-mode do-
main) do not reveal any correspondence with structures observed
in the original ALMA images, at variance of structures such as
the "shadows" and "halos" observed in relation to chromospheric
oscillations in other wavelengths (e.g., review of Tsiropoula et
al. 2012). This lack is possibly due to the small duration of our
ALMA observations per target (i.e., ≈ 10 min).
In order to determine the characteristics (e.g., amplitude, fre-
quency) of the p-mode oscillations we performed a series of
steps described below.
2.1. Cell-Network Segregation
After building the temporal average of all images per target,
using the truncated-FoV images discussed above, we submit-
ted the resulting average images to the masking procedure de-
scribed in Nindos et al. (2018). This essentially calculates a low-
order (i.e., second-degree) 2D polynomial fitting of the average
image, which is meant to represent the large-scale structure of
the corresponding scene. Pixels with values smaller (larger) than
these of the mask are tagged as cell (network) pixels. As also
discussed in Nindos et al. (2018), our employed method of sep-
arating network-cell is by no means unique; it though leads to
satisfactory results as judged by visual inspection of the result-
ing masks and the actual average images.
2.2. Calculation of Power Spectral Density
Next, the light-curves of each pixel were submitted to a Fourier
analysis to derive the corresponding Power Spectral Density
(PSD). Having N evenly sampled points in a light-curve xn
(n = 1, 2, ..,N) the corresponding PSD is given by:
PSD( f j) =
2N
f s
|x˜ j|2, (1)
with j = 1, 2, ..,N/2, x˜ is the discrete Fourier transform of xn
and f s is equal to the sampling frequency. In our application, xn
corresponds to the observed Tb time-series.
From each light curve we first subtracted a 3rd-degree poly-
nomial fitting to remove long-term trends from the data (see also
White et al. 2006). This essentially leads to zero mean value of
the resulting light curves and therefore quenches the zero fre-
quency (DC term) in the corresponding power spectra. More-
over, it eliminates the non-periodic, slow-varying background
from the light curves, leaving only temporal fluctuations around
the mean level. Therefore, each light curve will contribute to the
spatially-averaged PSDs according only to the amplitude of the
corresponding fluctuations and not of the intrinsic brightness of
the spatial pixel under consideration. An example of this proce-
dure is given in the upper panel of Fig. 2, where the red curve
corresponds to the ALMA 3 mm light-curve for pixel p1 of Fig.
1c, while the black curve corresponds to the result of the sub-
traction of the 3rd degree polynomial fitting from the red curve.
We then calculated the PSDs for every pixel in the FoV and
averaged over the entire FoV, as well as the cell and network
using the masks described above. Averaging PSDs of individ-
ual pixels, rather than first calculating spatially-averaged light
curves and then calculating the corresponding PSDs, guarantees
that oscillatory patterns in pixels which are out-of-phase are not
smeared out. The PSDs both before and after the subtraction of
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Fig. 3. Power spectra from full FoV (first row), network (second row) and cell (third row) for targets 2-7. Solid lines correspond to spectra computed
after the subtraction of the average from the light-curves of individual pixels, dashed lines show the spectra computed after the subtraction of a
3rd-degree polynomial fit. All spectra have been scaled by a factor equal to 4815 K2/Hz.
the 3rd degree polynomial fittings are displayed in Fig. 3 and
will be discussed in detail in Section 3.
2.3. Fitting of spatially averaged power spectra
The spatially averaged PSDs were then fitted with the following
function:
PSD( f ) = a0 + a1 f + a2 exp
(
− (ln f − ln a3)
2
2a42
)
, (2)
with a0 − a4 being the parameters of the fitting function. The fit-
ting function of Equation 2 treats the observed PSDs as a sum
of a linear function describing the background (noise) spectrum
described by the terms a0 and a1, and with a log-normal (Gaus-
sian of ln f ), describing the peak associated with chromospheric
oscillations; a2 is the oscillation amplitude, a3 is the frequency
at maximum power and a4 is related to the width of the spectral
peak. We note that both the amplitude and the width are deter-
mined by the frequency resolution of the time series rather than
the properties of the p-modes, thus the physically meaningful
quantities are the frequency at maximum power and the integral
of the exponential term over frequency, which evaluates to
a2
∫ ∞
0
exp
(
− (ln f − ln a3)
2
2a42
)
d f = a2
√
2pia4 exp
a24 + 2 ln (a3)2

(3)
This represents the total power of the oscillations and is equal to
the rms of their amplitude.
The choice of Equation 2 to fit the PSDs is by no means
unique; however, as can be seen in Figs. 4 and 6, displaying the
averaged PSDs for ALMA 3 mm and AIA 1600 Å ,respectively,
it gives a good representation of the observed PSDs, and their
peaks in particular, as required for our purposes to characterize
the observed chromospheric oscillations. Log-normal fittings of
peaks in PSDs have been employed in other investigations of
oscillatory phenomena (e.g., Ireland et al. 2015; Morton et al.
2019). Regarding the choice of a linear function to describe the
noise in the PSDs, hence implying a white-noise spectrum, it is
well-known that the noise in solar PSDs could be represented
by power-laws on several occasions/features (e.g., Ireland et al,
2015; Auchère et al. 2016). However, the short duration of the
analyzed sequences per target (i.e., ∼ 10 min), does not allow
to extend the PSDs to significantly lower frequencies than these
corresponding to the p-mode regime so as to obtain a fair repre-
sentation of the noise spectrum at both sides of the correspond-
ing peaks. In addition, since we focus on narrow frequency win-
dows around the peaks, a linear background is deemed as a rea-
sonable choice. A final note regarding this point is in order: as
can be seen by simple inspection of Figs. 4 and 6 the p-mode
peaks stand significantly above the corresponding backgrounds.
Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the specifics of the em-
ployed background model will have a minor impact on the char-
acteristics of the spectral peak fittings (e.g., amplitude). The fit-
tings were performed in the frequency range of ≈ [0.008, 13.3]
mHz, spanning essentially the spectral peaks and the adjacent
background seen in Figs. 4 and 6.
3. Results
3.1. ALMA 3 mm
The spatially-averaged PSDs for the entire FoV, network and
cell for all targets are displayed in Fig. 3. In addition to dis-
playing PSDs resulting from the subtraction of a 3rd degree
polynomial fitting from the original light curves (dashed lines
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Fig. 4. Averaged ALMA 3-mm PSDs (black line) for the entire FoV, network and cell (first, second and third column, respectively) for targets 2-7
(top to bottom row); the corresponding fittings with Equation 2 are plotted with a red line and the residuals (observed PSDs - fittings) with a blue
line. All PSDs have been scaled by a factor equal to 4815 K2/Hz.
in Fig. 3; PSDpoly) as discussed above, we are also displaying
PSDs (PSDav) resulting from the subtraction of the light-curve
average PSDav) instead (solid lines in Fig. 3). We first note that
only the PSDav curves exhibit a low-frequency peak close to 0
corresponding to long-term trends in the original light curves;
with an increase towards the limb. Such peaks do not show up
in the PSDpoly curves as a result of the application of the poly-
nomial fitting to the original light curves. On the other hand,
both PSDpoly and PSDav exhibit well-defined strong peaks in the
p-mode range, i.e., ≈ 3-4 mHz with similar locations and ampli-
tudes. Therefore, the identification of p-modes in our ALMA ob-
servations is robust. This conclusion, along with the discussed-
above low-frequency peak in the PSDav curves, which prevents
a proper mapping of the p-mode peaks, led us to use the PSDpoly
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Fig. 5. ALMA 3 mm center-to-limb variation (red boxes) for: (a) p-mode frequency (i.e., a3 in Equation 2), (b) p-mode relative strength, i.e.,
rms associated with p-mode/<Tb> (%). AIA 1600 Å center-to-limb variation (red boxes) for: (c) p-mode frequency (i.e., a3 in Equation 2), (d)
p-mode relative strength, i.e., rms associated with p-mode/< I > (%). Blue lines correspond to linear fits of the corresponding measurements. In
each panel, top, middle and bottom plots correspond to the entire FoV, network and cell, respectively.
curves for further analysis. Note here that experimentation with
different degree polynomials (i.e., 1-4) showed that the higher
the degree of the polynomial, the smaller the amplitude of the
peak around the p-mode domain. Therefore, the derived p-mode
rms amplitudes from the use of a 3rd degree polynomial fitting
of the original light-curves could be seen as upper limits. Ob-
viously, employing longer duration ALMA time-series will rem-
edy some of the issues we encountered here. Finally, for frequen-
cies above the p-mode range both PSDpoly and PSDav are practi-
cally the same. Note here that although the duration of the time
series is barely equal to twice the period of p-mode oscillations,
the peak stands out clearly in the power spectra.
The resulting averaged PSDs for the full FoV, cell and net-
work were then fitted with the function of Equation 2. From Fig.
4 we observe that the employed fitting function (red lines) does
a good job at reproducing the observed PSDs (black lines) with
residuals (blue lines) not exceeding ≈ 15%.
We finally plot in Fig. 5 the center-to-limb variation of the
peak frequency (i.e., parameter a3 of Equation 2; panel a) and
the relative (%) rms of the p-modes (i.e., the ratio between the
rms corresponding to the Gaussian part of Equation 2 as result-
ing from application of Equation 3 and the average Tb) for the
entire FoV, cell and network. The corresponding values are tab-
ulated in Table 1. From Fig. 5 we observe that the oscillation
frequencies are ≈ 4.2 mHz (the moderate apparent increase to-
wards the limb is within the frequency resolution); the oscilla-
tion rms is small (≈ 55-75 K), and conversely up to ≈ 1 % of the
averaged Tb. It exhibits a moderate increase towards the limb.
The peak frequency of the oscillations is somewhat larger in the
cell compared to the network. We note, however, that frequency
differences are considerably smaller than the 1.7 mHz frequency
resolution of the PSD.
3.2. AIA 1600 and 304 Å
We degraded our AIA 1600 Å image sequences to the ALMA
spatial resolution and submitted them to the same analysis as the
ALMA data, discussed previously. p-mode oscillations are also
present in 1600 Å light-curves as originally observed by TRACE
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Fig. 6. Averaged AIA 1600 Å PSDs (black line) for the entire FoV, network and cell (first, second and third column) for targets 2-7 (top to bottom
row); the corresponding fittings with Equation 2 are plotted with a red line and the residuals (observed PSDs - fittings) with a blue line. All PSDs
have been scaled by a factor equal to 5760 DN/s2/Hz; DN correspond to the digital numbers recorded by AIA.
(e.g., Krijger et al. 2001), and such periodic behavior is om-
nipresent within the observed fields of view. Moreover, the cor-
responding light-curves were smoother than those we obtained
for ALMA.
The spatially averaged PSDs for the full FoV, cell and net-
work as well as the corresponding fittings with the function of
Equation 1 are displayed in Fig. 6. As for the ALMA PSDs,
we note the existence of a strong peak in the p-mode domain
in each PSD. In addition, the fittings of the PSDs (black lines)
with Equation 1 (red lines) do a good job, and lead to residuals
(blue lines) which do not exceed ≈ 10 %.
The peak frequency (i.e., parameter a3 of Equation 2) and the
relative (%) rms of the p-modes (i.e., the ratio between the rms
corresponding the Gaussian part of Equation 2 as resulting from
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Table 1. ALMA 3 mm: center-to-limb variation variation of oscillation
parameters.
µ
1.00 0.92 0.82 0.72 0.52 0.34
Full FoV
a3 (mHz) 4.3 4.3 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.2
rms (K) 56 70 67 61 71 72
rms/< Tb > 0.78 0.96 0.92 0.84 0.95 0.99
Network
a3 (mHz) 4.3 4.2 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.2
rms (K) 55 65 68 60 70 77
rms/< Tb > 0.73 0.85 0.89 0.79 0.90 1.01
Cell
a3 (mHz) 4.3 4.4 4.2 4.3 4.3 4.2
rms (K) 55 73 66 61 71 69
rms/< Tb > 0.80 1.05 0.94 0.88 0.99 0.98
Table 2. AIA 1600 Å : center-to-limb variation variation of oscillation
parameters.
µ
1.00 0.92 0.82 0.72 0.52 0.34
Full FoV
a3 (mHz) 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.7
rms (DN) 5.7 5.3 5.8 5.5 4.6 3.3
rms/< I > 4.7 4.8 5.8 5.9 5.4 4.5
Network
a3 (mHz) 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.7
rms (DN) 5.9 5.7 6.2 5.9 4.8 3.5
rms/< I > 4.5 4.7 5.6 5.7 5.3 4.4
Cell
a3 (mHz) 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.68 3.6 3.6
rms (DN) 5.5 5.0 5.6 5.2 4.3 3.1
rms/< I > 4.9 4.8 5.9 5.8 5.4 4.5
the application of Equation 3) and the average recorded intensity
(< I >) are plotted in panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 5 for the entire
FoV, cell and network. The corresponding values are tabulated
in Table 2. From Fig. 5 we observe that the peak frequency is ≈
3.6 mHz with moderate increase (decrease) towards disk center
and cell (network) within though the limit set by the frequency
resolution of the obervations. The relative rms is up to 6% with
a weak increase towards disk center (cell, average).
Inspection of the corresponding 304 Å data showed that the
light-curves of the bulk of individual pixels were rather noisy and
it was hard to infer periodic behavior. On the other hand, only a
few pixels per target, with higher signal-to-noise ratio, showed
oscillatory patterns. Since, (i) we are interested into oscillations
characterizing extended, and thus representative, areas over the
observed FoVs, and (ii) we used the AIA data for mainly sup-
plying context to our ALMA oscillations we refrain from further
discussion of the 304 Å data. Extended temporal sequences as
well as spatial binning would certainly bring up better the oscil-
lations in 304 Å something which, as discussed above, is beyond
the scope our study.
3.3. Time-lag analysis
We finally performed a cross-correlation analysis of co-spatial
AIA 1600 Å and ALMA 3 mm light-curves in order to deter-
Fig. 7. 2D cross correlation maps of the AIA 1600 Å and ALMA 3
mm light-curves as a function of temporal lag and location along the
employed horizontal (upper panel) and vertical (lower panel) cuts for
target 5. White (black) correspond to strong positive (negative) correla-
tion. The range of values is from -0.22 to 0.25.
mine temporal lags between the two emissions. This would al-
low to trace the oscillations between two different layers in the
solar atmosphere and to eventually provide an estimate of the
difference between the formation heights of the two emissions.
Fig. 7 displays the cross-correlation function between the
light-curves at 3 mm and 1600 Å, as a function of time lag, along
two cuts (in the EW and NS direction) through a strong oscil-
lating element in target 5. It shows strong peaks in the cross-
correlation function at a lag of ≈ 80 s.
For a more detailed study, we computed the cross-correlation
coefficient between the AIA 1600 Å and ALMA 3 mm light-
curves averaged over 3′′× 3′′ macropixels, so that to decrease
noise, and for an array of different temporal lags for all targets.
For further analysis we only kept macropixels with maximum
cross-correlation coefficients ≥ 0.7 so that to ensure strong corre-
lation. A significant fraction of the total number of macro-pixels
satisfied the above criterion (∼ 0.25 − 0.45). The optimal tem-
poral lag was calculated from a parabolic fitting of the cross-
correlation function around its peak.
Our results are shown in Fig. 8. There is no significant center-
to-limb variation of the temporal lag between AIA 1600 Å and
ALMA 3 mm, and its average value is ≈ 100 s, therefore sug-
gesting that ALMA 3 mm lags AIA 1600 Å by ≈ 100 s ; this is
slightly larger than the lag suggested by Fig. 7, which is within
the dispersion of our measurements (error bars in Fig. 8). Given
now that models and observations show that AIA 1600 Å forms
below ALMA 3 mm (e.g., Shibasaki et al. 2011; Howe et al.
2012; Wedemeyer et al. 2016; Alissandrakis et al. 2017; Alis-
sandrakis and Valentino 2019), our results imply upward prop-
agating waves, consistent with p-mode propagation throughout
the chromosphere. The decreasing relative rms of the p-mode
oscillation in going from 1600 Å to ALMA 3 mm is also con-
sistent with this assertion. We further note that Lindsey & Roel-
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Fig. 8. Center-to-limb variation of the average lag (squares) between
AIA 1600 Å and ALMA 3 mm light-curves for pixels corresponding
to maximum cross-correlation ≥ 0.7. The vertical error bars specify the
standard deviations of the corresponding distributions. Positive lag cor-
responds to AIA 1600 Å proceeding ALMA 3 mm.
lig (1987) reported a phase delay of 35◦ between oscillations at
0.8 mm and 0.35 mm in the frequency range of 3-4 mHz, which
corresponds to a time lag of ∼ 28 s.
The validity of the above result might be questioned on
the basis of the fact that the measured peak frequencies of the
ALMA 3 mm and AIA 1600 Å oscillations are different, ≈ 4.2
and 3.6 mHz, respectively; this would lead to a lag of monochro-
matic oscillations with the same initial phase, so that, after some
time, one oscillation would overtake the other. However, this
possibility can be rather safely excluded, given the properties
of the observed PSDs (e.g., Figures 3 and 4; Tables 1 and 2).
Namely, the difference between the ALMA 3 mm and AIA
1600 Å oscillation frequencies is only 0.5 mHz, or about 30%
of the frequency resolution of our observations (i.e., 1.7 mHz).
In addition, the observed oscillations are not monochro-
matic; they are much broader than the frequency difference, with
FWHM of ≈ 4.5 mHz for ALMA 3 mm and somehow smaller for
AIA 1600 Å in all targets. Both these facts imply that, within the
limitation of the ALMA observations, differences between the
power spectra of the two data sets are indistinguishable.
Moreover, if anything, the slightly higher ALMA oscillation
frequency compared to AIA 1600,Å would eventually lead to
AIA 1600 Å lagging ALMA 3 mm, rather preceding it, as our
analysis suggests.
We may thus safely conclude that the time lag is real. Before
interpreting the lag in terms of a height difference, a discussion
on the dependence of the ALMA and AIA emissions on plasma
parameters is warranted. The fact that the ALMA 3 mm images
exhibit similar morphology as the AIA 1600 Å images (see Fig.
1 of Nindos et al. 2018), strongly suggests that the two emis-
sions have similar dependencies on physical parameters; this is
quantified by the high linear correlation coefficients between the
ALMA 3 mm and AIA 1600 Å images taking values in the range
of ≈ 0.6-0.8 for all targets.
We now supply a further discussion of the matter based on
previous works. The mm emission, being optically thick, is di-
rectly related to plasma temperature, as per application of the
Rayleigh-Jeans law. For the AIA 1600 Å channel the situation
is more complicated. First note that the AIA 1600 Å channel in-
tensities correspond to a band-pass few hundred Å wide around
1600 Å (Boerner et al. 2012). The emission in this spectral re-
gion is dominated by continuum emission via bound-free tran-
sitions from neutral Si, and from line transitions (e.g., Vernazza
et al. 1981; Fossum and Carlsson 2005), and the bound-free ab-
sorption coefficient depends on the plasma temperature. There-
fore, one would expect a relationship, albeit somehow complex
due to radiative transfer complications, including non-LTE ef-
fects, and the non-linear character of the Planck function, be-
tween local plasma temperature and UV contiuum intensities. In-
deed, detailed 1D non-LTE radiation hydrodynamic simulations
of broad-band acoustic waves in the lower solar atmosphere,
with frequencies covering these of our observations, showed that
there exist heights where the local plasma temperature is cor-
related with the corresponding 1600 Å TRACE channel inten-
sity (Fossum and Carlsson 2005). In addition, 3D non-LTE ra-
diation hydrodynamic simulations of waves in the lower solar
atmosphere by Wedemeyer et al. (2004), showed a decent cor-
relation between a temperature slice at 500 km, i.e., within the
range of formation heights of 1600 Å discussed below, and the
corresponding 1600 Å intensity (check panels c and h of Figure
2 Wedemeyer et al. (2004)). In summary, we conclude that the
intensities of both analyzed emissions depend primarily on tem-
perature, although the details of on the exact dependence and its
properties are far more obscure in the case of 1600 Å.
Assuming now that the observed p-mode oscillations in
ALMA 3 mm and AIA 1600 Å are upward-propagating sound
waves traveling at a speed of ≈ 12 kms−1 (i.e., corresponding
to a temperature of 7000 K), and for the average temporal lag
of ≈ 100 s between the two emissions we derived above, we
find a height-separation of ≈ 1200 km between the formation
layers of ALMA 3 mm and AIA 1600 Å. Our findings regard-
ing the height-separation between the ALMA 3 mm and AIA
1600 Å formation layers are consistent with related observa-
tional and modeling work. Empirical modeling of the solar at-
mosphere indicates that 1600 Å forms at a height of ≈ 500-
750 km (Shibasaki et al. 2011), whereas, analysis of TRACE
observations of the 1999 Mercury transit showed a peak height
of 500 km and a limb height of 1200 km (Alissandrakis and
Valentino 2019). Radiation-hydrodynamics modeling of a broad-
band spectrum of acoustic waves yields a formation height of the
1600 Å channel of TRACE, with similar wavelength response
to the corresponding AIA channel, of 430 ± 185 km (Fossum
and Carlsson 2005). Regarding ALMA 3 mm, empirical models
show a formation range of ≈ 500 − 1500 km (Wedemeyer et al.
2016) and ≈ 1500−1800 km (Molnar et al. 2019); the center-to-
limb variation ALMA study of Alissandrakis et al. (2017) sug-
gest a range 980-1990 km.
4. Summary and conclusions
We performed the first study of chromospheric oscillations in the
mm-domain with ALMA with a resolution of a few arcsec. Our
main findings are summarized as following:
– p-mode oscillations at 3 mm are omnipresent in both network
and cell with frequencies of 4.2 ± 1.7 mHz (periods 240 ±
80 s).
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– Oscillation amplitudes of up to a few hundred K at individual
pixels can be found.
– The spatially-averaged rms amplitude of oscillations is small
(≈ 1 % of the average brightness temperature) and exhibits a
moderate center-to-limb increase.
– Within the limits of our spectral resolution of 1.7 mHz, we
did not find any significant differences in peak frequency be-
tween network and cell interior and for different positions
from the center of the solar disk to the limb.
– Our analysis of simultaneous AIA 1600 Å images gave p-
mode oscillations with similar frequencies, but stronger by a
factor of ∼ 6.
– ALMA 3 mm lags AIA 1600 Å by ∼ 100 s; assuming upward
propagating sound waves, and asserting that the emission
intensities depend primarily on temperature in both wave-
lengths, this translates to a formation height difference of ≈
1200 km.
Comparing our findings with the lower spatial resolution
BIMA observations at 3.5 mm of White et al. (2006), we note
that these authors found oscillations for both the cell and net-
work with periods mainly in the domain 210-270 s and 270-330
s, close to the periods resulting from our analysis of the ALMA
oscillations. However, given that their observing sequences had
a duration of 30 min, there were also able to detect longer-period
(> 5 minute) oscillations in the network. This we could not check
with our ALMA observations, given that we were observing
each target for only 10 minutes. White et al. (2006) also found
rms brightness temperature amplitudes at individual pixels in the
range 50-150 K, while the averaged QS time-series had an rms
of 21 K. We found larger values for the oscillation amplitudes at
individual pixels (up to a few hundred K), and a larger QS oscil-
lation rms (≈ 55-72 K), which are both suggesting that chromo-
spheric oscillations in the mm-domain are not fully resolved at
a resolution comparable to the length-scale of the network (i.e.,
≈ 10′′). Given now that the spatial coherence of our ALMA ob-
servations has a length-scale comparable to the resolution of our
ALMA observations implies that we are still not fully resolving
individual oscillating elements. Higher spatial resolution ALMA
are required in order to investigate this.
Before closing, we note that given the omnipresence of p-
mode oscillations, and the significant oscillation amplitudes at
individual pixels, any study of transient chromospheric bright-
enings needs to take them into account.
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